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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In “The Corbett Report” above,  independent journalist James Corbett reviews the contents of Bill

Gates’ book, “How to Prevent the Next Pandemic.”

“It’s every bit as infuriating, nauseating, ridiculous, laughable and risible as you would

expect,” he says. “This is a ridiculous book ... There’s certainly nothing of medical or

scienti@c value in here ... It’s a baAing book even from a propagandistic perspective ...

Gates’ goal in writing the book is to disarm the public and prepare us to accept the agenda

that Gates and his allies would like to impose on the world. Ultimately, what this is about is

drumming up general public support — or at least general public understanding — of the

unfolding biosecurity agenda.”

Another reviewer of Gates’ book, economist Jeffrey Tucker, offered similarly negative feedback:

“Imagine yourself sidled up to a bar. A talkative guy sits down on the stool next to you. He

has decided that there is one thing wrong with the world. It can be literally anything.

Regardless, he has the solution.

It’s interesting and weird for a few minutes. But you gradually come to realize that he is

actually crazy. His main point is wrong and so his solutions are wrong too. But the drinks

are good, and he is buying. So you put up with it. In any case, you will forget the whole thing

in the morning.

In the morning, however, you realize that he is one of the world’s richest men and he is

pulling the strings of many of the world’s most powerful people. Now you are alarmed. In a

nutshell, that’s what it’s like to read Bill Gates’s new book ‘How to Prevent the Next

Pandemic.’”

Gates’ Book Chapter by Chapter

Corbett goes through Gates’ book chapter by chapter, so if you’re short on time, you can review the

ones that interest you the most:

Chapter 1: Learn from COVID (timestamp: 12:58)

Chapter 2: Create a pandemic prevention team (timestamp: 18:23)

Chapter 3: Get better at detecting outbreaks early (timestamp: 26:21)

Chapter 4: Help people protect themselves right away (timestamp: 31:01)

Chapter 5: Find new treatments fast (timestamp: 37:26)

Chapter 6: Get ready to make vaccines (timestamp: 39:46)

Chapter 7: Practice, practice, practice (timestamp: 47:06)

Chapter 8: Close the health gap between rich and poor countries (timestamp: 50:49)

Chapter 9: Make — and fund — a plan for preventing pandemics (timestamp: 57:40)

Afterword: How COVID changed the course of our digital future (timestamp: 1:03:00)

Gates GERM Team

By now, you’ve probably heard that the World Health Organization is attempting to seize control

over global pandemic monitoring and response, and ultimately, all health care decisions. But did

you know Bill Gates, the largest funder of the WHO (if you combine funding from his foundation and

GAVI), also intends to play a key part in this takeover?

As Gates explains in a video at the beginning of Corbett’s report, he’s building a pandemic response

team for the WHO, dubbed the "Global Epidemic Response & Mobilization" or GERM Team. This

team will be made up of thousands of disease experts under WHO’s purview, and will monitor

nations and make decisions about when to suspend civil liberties to prevent spread of an illness.

Alas, as noted by “Rising” host Kim Iversen in the video compilation above, if COVID-19 has taught

us anything, it’s that stopping the spread of a virus is more or less impossible, no matter how

draconian the rules. Meanwhile, the side effects of lockdowns and business shutdowns are

manifold.

People’s health has suffered from lack of health care. Depression and suicide have skyrocketed.

Economies have gone bust. Violent crime has risen. Tucker also points out the false premise

behind Gates’ pandemic prevention plan, stating:

“This theory of virus control — the notion that muscling the population makes a prevalent

virus shrink into submission and disappear — is a completely new invention, the

mechanization of a primitive instinct.

Smallpox occupies a unique position among infectious diseases as the only one affecting

humans that has been eradicated. There are reasons for that: a stable pathogen, a great

vaccine, and a hundred years of focused public health work. This happened not due to

lockdowns but from the careful and patient application of traditional public-health

principles.

[T]he attempt to crush a respiratory virus through universal avoidance could be worse than

allowing endemicity to it to develop throughout the population.”

Gates’ Destructive Greed

During COVID, we basically traded false protection against one thing for a multitude of other ills

that are far worse in the long run. Now, Gates and the WHO want to make this disastrous strategy

the norm.

Once again, we see Gates is basically paying the WHO to dictate what the world must do to make

him a ton of money, because he’s always heavily invested in the very “solutions” he presents to the

world. While he’s built a reputation as a philanthropist, his actions are self-serving, and more often

than not, the recipients of his “generosity” end up worse than they were before.

Case in point: After 15 years, Gates’ Green Revolution in Africa (AGRA) project has now been

proven an epic fail.  Gates promised the project would “double yields and incomes for 30 million

farming households by 2020.”

That false prognosis was deleted from the AGRA website in June 2020, after a Tuft University

assessment revealed hunger had actually increased by 31%. February 28, 2022, the hrst-ever

evaluation report  conhrmed the failure of AGRA.

The Globalists’ Double-Prong Attack on National Sovereignty

But getting back to the globalists’ plan to seize global control through biosecurity governance, they

are attempting to do this using two different avenues. If we fail to hght off both attacks, we’ll end

up under totalitarian governance.

The hrst attack comes in the form of amendments  to the International Health Regulations (IHR).

The second attack comes through a new international pandemic treaty with the WHO.

Starting with the hrst takeover strategy, as you read this, countries around the world are in the

process of voting on amendments to the IHR.  By May 28, 2022, the World Health Assembly will

have concluded their vote on these amendments and, if passed, they will be enacted into

international law in November 2022.

The IHR, adopted in 2005, is what empowers the WHO to declare a Public Health Emergency of

International Concern (PHEIC).  This is a special legal category that allows the WHO to initiate

certain contracts and procedures, including drug and vaccine contracts. While the IHR grants the

WHO exceptional power over global health policy already, under the current rules, member states

must consent to the WHO’s recommendations.

This is one key feature that is up for revision. Under the new amendments, the WHO would be able

to declare a PHEIC in a member state over the objection of that state. The amendments also

include ceding control to WHO regional directors authorized to declare a Public Health Emergency

of Regional Concern (PHERC).

In summary, the IHR amendments establish “a globalist architecture of worldwide health

surveillance, reporting and management,” Robert Malone, Ph.D., warns,  and we the public have no

say in the matter.

We have no ojcial avenue for providing feedback to the World Health Assembly, even though the

amendments will give the WHO unprecedented power to restrict our rights and freedoms in the

name of biosecurity. There’s not even a publicly available list of who the delegates are or who will

vote on the amendments.

Summary of Proposed IHR Amendments

A summary of the proposed changes to the IHR was recently provided by Malone.  In all, the WHO

wants to amend 13 different IHR articles (articles 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 18, 48, 49, 53 and 59),

the end result of which is the following:

1. “Increased surveillance — Under Article 5, the WHO will develop early warning criteria that will

allow it to establish a risk assessment for a member state, which means that it can use the type

of modeling, simulation, and predictions that exaggerated the risk from COVID-19 over two

years ago. Once the WHO creates its assessment, it will communicate it to inter-governmental

organizations and other member states.

2. 48-hour deadline — Under Articles 6, 10, 11, and 13, a member state is given 48 hours to

respond to a WHO risk assessment and accept or reject on-site assistance. However, in practice,

this timeline can be reduced to hours, forcing it to comply or face international disapproval lead

by the WHO and potentially unfriendly member states.

3. Secret sources — Under Article 9, the WHO can rely on undisclosed sources for information

leading it to declare a public health emergency. Those sources could include Big Pharma, WHO

funders such as the Gates Foundation and the Gates-founded-and-funded GAVI Alliance, as well

as others seeking to monopolize power.

4. Weakened sovereignty — Under Article 12, when the WHO receives undisclosed information

concerning a purported public health threat in a member state, the Director-General may (not

must) consult with the WHO Emergency Committee and the member state. However, s/he can

unilaterally declare a potential or actual public health emergency of international concern.

The Director General’s authority replaces national sovereign authority. This can later be used to

enforce sanctions on nations.”

Once the amendments are adopted by the World Health Assembly, nations will have only a limited

time — six months — to reject them. That would put us into November 2022. Any nation which

hasn’t ojcially rejected the amendments will then be legally bound by them, and any attempt to

reject them after the six-month grace period will be null and void.

Attack No. 2: The WHO Pandemic Treaty

The second attempt to gain global control is through an international pandemic treaty with the

WHO. An intergovernmental negotiating body (INB) was established as a subdivision of the World

Health Assembly in December 2021,  for the purpose of drafting and negotiating this new

pandemic treaty.

In summary, the WHO wants to make its pandemic leadership permanent. It can then extend its

power into the health care systems of every nation, and eventually implement a universal or

“socialist-like” health care system as part of The Great Reset.

While a WHO-based universal health care system is not currently being discussed, there’s every

reason to suspect that this is part of the plan. WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus

has previously stated that his “central priority” as director-general is to push the world toward

universal health coverage.

And, considering the WHO changed its dehnition of “pandemic” to “a worldwide epidemic of a

disease,”  without the original specihcity of severe illness that causes high morbidity,  just about

anything could be made to ht the pandemic criterion.

The problem with this treaty is that it simply cannot work. The whole premise behind this pandemic

treaty is that “shared threat requires shared response.” But a given threat is almost never equally

shared across regions.

“ The WHO intends to eliminate individualized
medicine and provide blanket rulings for how a
given threat is to be addressed, and this can only
result in needless suffering — not to mention the
loss of individual freedom.”

Take COVID-19 for example. Not only is the risk of COVID not the same for people in New York City

and the outback of Australia, it’s not even the same for all the people in those areas, as COVID is

highly dependent on age and underlying health conditions.

The WHO insists that the remedy is the same for everyone everywhere, yet the risks vary widely

from nation to nation, region to region, person to person. They intend to eliminate individualized

medicine and provide blanket rulings for how a given threat is to be addressed, and this can only

result in needless suffering — not to mention the loss of individual freedom.

Are You Ready to Cede All Authority to Gates-Led Group?

In closing, Gates’ GERM team would be the ones with the authority to declare pandemics and

coordinate global response.  Are you ready to cede all authority over your life, health and livelihood

to the likes of Gates? I hope not.

In the video above, Del Bigtree with “The Highwire” provides poignant examples where Gates is now

admitting what “The Highwire,” I and many others have been saying since the earliest days of the

COVID pandemic, and getting censored and deplatformed for it.

Gates is two years behind everyone else, yet despite his apparent inability to interpret the readily

available data, he now wants power to dictate health rules to the whole world. We can’t let that

happen.

Join the Global #StopTheWHO Campaign

It’s going to require a global response to prevent these two power grabs, starting with the IHR

amendments under vote by the World Health Assembly. To that end, the World Council for Health

has launched a global #StopTheWHO campaign. Here’s how you can get involved:

Speak — Raise awareness on the ground and online. Use articles, posters, videos

Act — Campaign through rallies, political mobilization, legal notices and cases and similar

campaigns

Collaborate with health freedom coalitions such as the World Council for Health
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The World Health Organization is attempting to seize control over global pandemic monitoring and response and, ultimately, all health care decisions#

Bill Gates intends to play a key part in this takeover. He’s building a pandemic response team for the WHO, dubbed the "Global Epidemic Response &

Mobilization" or GERM Team, which will have the authority to monitor nations and make pandemic response decisions, such as when to suspend civil

liberties to prevent spread of an illness
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The globalist cabal plans to seize control through biosecurity governance, and they’re attempting to do this using two different avenues. If we fail to

hght off both attacks, we’ll end up under totalitarian governance
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The hrst attack comes in the form of amendments to the International Health Regulations (IHR), which are currently being voted on by the World

Health Assembly. These amendments will strip member nations of their sovereignty and give the WHO unprecedented power to restrict your medical
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When the self-appointed World Elite Rulers are removed along with their organizations such as the WHO, pandemics will disappear and

an age of world peace will exist. It's a small sacrihce.
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weehen
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I suspect you are right, but we look to be in for a bumpy ride. They won’t be easy to remove but it absolutely needs to happen.
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rrealrose
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Yes, When I look at Bill Gates on screen, instead I close my eyes to dig behind his visage and see an investor mouthpiece,

plotting a corporate takeover of the vaxxn industry worldwide - which he may be damn close to achieving. When he opens his

mouth, his intended words, not necessarily his actual chosen words, are those of a major investor, looking for ever increasing

prohts. This is capitalism disguised as a non-proht. This tears a large hole in his false persona, a projected

humanitarian/philanthropic illusion, whenever mainstream cares to expose more of his human tracking, herding and

technocracy-based ideas. Works most of the time!
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What rational mind thinks otherwise. Same corrupt players in same corrupt positions. Sure let's all hope it get's better.
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Better? Best? - As Reported in the OCA (Organic consumers) newsletter today, 12 of the 13 key point that the US had submitted

for changing paragraphs of the WHO "treaty" changes are now off the table. Someone needs to hnd this notice and post the link

- sorry, out of time... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Addl - cannot hnd today's news except on my phone, recvd a link from Alexis at

OCA. Here's the latest Wash Po article from 5/22/2022 casting doubts on any WHO treaty:

www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/05/22/wha-who-pandemic-treaty/  - more should be coming out on this.
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Had to look like crazy, here's the Reuters article link: "Explainer: What is on (and off) the agenda of the WHO Assembly?"

www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/what-is-off-agenda..  -Easier to read this inside the above article,

here's what's off the table for the WHO's May 2022 Agenda: OFF THE AGENDA.... COVID ORIGINS The WHO tasked a scientihc

advisory panel with probing the origins of the SARS-CoV-2 virus after a preliminary investigation into early COVID-19 cases in

China last year left some questions unanswered. A WHO spokesperson said the panel's report was expected soon but would not

be released as part of the assembly.

REFORM OF RULES Most of the IHR reform negotiations will take place in the two years following the meeting, diplomats say.

These include sensitive items proposed by Washington like the deployment of expert teams to outbreak sites and a new

compliance committee to monitor implementation of the rules, a WHO document showed. Russia has also submitted reforms,

diplomats say. - PANDEMIC TREATY The IHR are widely seen as insujcient for dealing with a global pandemic and Tedros is

seeking a new pandemic treaty.  Proposals for the new pact might include rules on vaccine-sharing and a proposed ban on

wildlife markets. read more Negotiations are set to continue in June and a hnal treaty, whose legal status is yet to be

determined, would not be ready until 2024- PANDEMIC FUND The G20 has agreed to set up a multi-billion dollar global fund for

pandemic preparedness that will be set up outside of the WHO, probably at the World Bank. read more WHO's role in the fund is

still being decided and it is not on the agenda for the assembly.
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This is just the same old same old game that has been going on for centuries, millennia even - someone (not Bill Gates who is a minor

player) wants all the jam and they want every last scrape left in the jar including the tiny amount that belongs to individuals in the

so-called 99%. As I see it, we are a lot cleverer and more creative than any of the so-called elite, therefore in any game we should win.

The problem is too many of us have low self esteem, learned helplessness, which we cultivate basically because as a race we have

become bone idle.

This too has been intentionally engineered into us for millennia. We have become battery hens. Why scratch when the nice farmer will

feed us? That of course is not just physical idleness but mental lethargy too, why think when someone will tell you what to believe?

Personally I've never wanted that, I look at Prince Charles or Klaus Schwab or Bill Gates, all the slavish representatives of a higher

'elite', as sad people, unfulhlled beings who can only seemingly hnd happiness in the emptiness of their own voracious appetites for

'power' and money.

The saddest of all is Prince Charles because he started out understanding something about what it was to be human and caring and

ended up a mouthpiece for the technocrats. He needs to get back to that organic farm of his, he unlike the other two ninnies, actually

has some useful skills, get his toes back in the good earth of Gloucestershire, probably the only place he's ever known true happiness

and remember what life is about and that radix malorum est cupiditas.

Above all he should stop and think about what he is doing to all the normal, caring people, who really do love their home planet and its

creatures instead of the fake greenwash he is now, I presume being carrot or sticked into pushing down their throats. With all those

billions Bill Gates still manages to get 36% 1 star on his book reviewed on amazon and James Corbett should get a medal for reading

that dross.
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Sue - I'm sure the public worldwide will only take so many 'pandemic' scares and mandates before they start to hgure out

they've been taken for a fools. I don't think the result will be pretty, especially with increasing awareness on the extent of

vaccine injuries which is getting aired on some UK broadcast channels now. Staff at my local health centre (avid vaxxers) are

certainly much more sceptical with the advent of 'monkey pox.' I made a light 'what on earth will be next?' comment on monkey

pox on which they agreed with some wry humour , whereas I previously had a quite hostile response previously regarding covid,

and refusing to take a jab re my CFS. For my part I like to 'test the water ' in that way regularly. It's quite change of mood for

them.
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Sue12Cross thank you for what you beautifully and insightfully wrote. I believe you are absolutely right that the helplessness is

learned and even a strategy. A) If people consider *Why* (that all-important word to always ask!) it is cornerstone political

strategy for the media to brainwash people, then we realize that, contrary to popular belief, what the crowds think has

*Enormous* power! B) The Iron Curtain fell as soon as the masses protested. Once again, the crowds proved their enormous

power!

Well let's be honest, things weren't that simple. People were routinely gunned down for speaking up (Talk to Any Iron Curtain

survivor!) Yet, when Rumanians realized they would die for speaking up or die for not speaking up, then they spoke up en

masse, and the Prez and his wife had to be rown out by helicopter because the chanting crowds were that powerful! C) I truly

believe that we are ransacked based on the collective silence. Those who fear stepping on toes, or breaking codes of politeness

(how polite is it to allow ransacking anyway?) or backlash, are enabling the rise to power.

"It won't do any good" Is a cop-out. D) FACT: There can only be major power grabs where we participate in it. We have to be the

hand that claps back. What is this nonsense anyway, that as the WHO makes decisions, we get no say in it? We only get no say

if we don't speak up. End of story! There may be backlash, but what joy is there in living in servitude and loss of freedom? E)

Last but not least, I think the day will come when more and more of the sleeping masses are going to wake up.

With the rise of inration and dropping in the stock market, many people already are starting to "Get it". And the more they do,

the more they will research further, and open up their minds to the truth at hand. I hate to say it, as I have been continually, as I

do not at all relish the thought of suffering of any kind. Yet, there also is hope to be drawn from the fact that suffering breaks

denial. Peace.
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HI Sue, WHO has a long history of engineering plandemics solely called to beneht the railing vaccn industry. This M.O. (modus

opperandi) has been ongoing, since the hrst bird ru called in 1976. Cases had been extremely small, deaths even smaller, and

the deaths and injuries from these rushed shots has never, ever been allowed to get to this current level of societal damage.

Money talks and bullsh!~t walks. The last few chapters of "The Real Dr Fauci" book outlines all the Who-induced scams run,

highly footnoted with detailed information. Suggest those who have not yet read RFK Jr's book, get noses into that book or

inexpensive e-book on Amazon.
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Not as witty as reviews of Schwab’s drivel, 46% of Amazon UK readers award the Gates book one star plus demolition of his “Mr

Nice Guy” in a cosy sweater image. In the unlikely event of spending 12.99 on his comedy script, I would award it null points

plus a money back option, nominate it for a hction award, suggest it as inspiration for a Monty Python sketch, report the author

to Bojo for spreading misinformation on line and vow never again to buy any Penguin book. Gates is not the only crook. If the

police were to help a criminal commit a crime, they would both be guilty. Our corrupted governments, medics and politicians are

in the pay of self-appointed rulers who should have been laughed out of court long ago.

We have never voted the WHO, the UN, NATO, the IMF into government and I suspect there will be an uprising if the globalist

puppets pretend otherwise. Amazon provides a free sample - more than enough to get a whiff of the book’s delusional

self-congratulatory dross, the egomaniacal outpourings of a narcissistic psychopath whose divorce according to one reviewer

resulted from “ajliations with trajckers”. Leaving out the bribed or group psychosis inspired reviews awarding four stars, the

following one star excerpts show how awareness of the globalist agenda may be greater than we realise, if Amazon customers

are representative of the public.

“Event 201 showed what would happen in a pandemic, low and behold some months later, global catastrophe. Gates’

philanthropic disguise is a business delivering proht and calling it charity. Bill won't be happy until YOU own nothing, and he

controls everything - if countries hand-over their power to Dr Gates, he will decide when to restrict freedoms and even throws in

some climate change propaganda - unless we start consuming his 3D printed synthetic meat, this will somehow result in more

deadly pandemics. we can stop pandemics by doing the things that did not stop the last one. an ominous development.”
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Everybody’s attention is focused on the Texas school shooting while the WHO takes over the world. Coincidence? I think not
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I am thinking the exact same thing.
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Exactly. And conveniently it will be politicized into a reason to try and remove our right to bear arms. I was never even a tiny bit

“pro gun rights” until I saw how Australia and Canada have treated their citizens in the past 2-3 years. Now I believe that gun

ownership creates empowerment, much like self-sujciency, producing your own food, understanding health and nutrition,

clearing all your debt and learning real old fashioned skills and crafts produces strong thinking and capable citizens - just what

the global elite DON’T want. So it is exactly what we much push to retain, relearn and resist with. Our lives and freedom depend

on it.
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There have been many false rag events to push agendas. I will learn more tonight in my "Critical Thinking & Conspiracy

Theories" class. We were scheduled to discuss 911 but I know the instructor will have much to say on the Texas shooting. Last

week we spent some time discussing the false rag shooting in Buffalo, NY. No one died in that shooting although the press

reported ten. We watched the video clip from the shooters cam and there was zero blood, no empty shells being ejected, & a

gun putting out puffs of air. It is all about advancing laws for total gun conhscation in the U.S. Good luck with that. It will never

happen. Some say "I am 1776% sure no one is taking my guns".
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

weehen and all... G*ns are merely a tool, like any other tool. The person who holds them determines how they will be used. Why

have pharmaceutical companies not been held responsible since so many mass murderers have been troubled individuals on

mind-altering drugs. One thing these drugs do along with relieving anxiety is obliterating conscience. Thus, a disturbed

individual begins th think that killing people may be a pragmatic solution to problems. (Much like those who seek global control

and domination?)
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When the math teacher told the class that guns kill people little Johnie told the teacher that his pencil failed the math exam.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Someone should tell the terrorist in the Middle East to stop plotting assassinations against George Bush and shift their attention

towards Bill Gates. Billy is the biggest terrorist the world faces.
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jamNjim
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Yes Arlen, it would be nice if the terrorist could be educated to understand who the real threats are. People like Bill Gates,

Anthony Fauci, George Soros, etc would have targets on their backs. With all the crazy $h!t happening, there's been almost no

news coverage about this assassination plot on George Bush:

news.yahoo.com/isis-plot-assassinate-george-w-173924319.html  When the news isn't covering school shootings and politics

they are pushing the Covid-19 agenda.
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I suppose I shouldn't but can't help wondering whatever happened to those serial snipers that used to be around. Just when you

need a few in a good cause.
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brianallen1
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Don't be fooled. Just another psy op to distract the masses.
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This will not happen in Texas.
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I agree. Americans will not stand for this.
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I wish I lived in Texas!
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I sure hope you are correct. Unfortunately, even most Texans are all talk and no action. How many wore face diapers?
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I watch videos of "whites" breaking down doors in Shanghai. Americans may not be cowering if that happens in the US. I wonder

how many people would be brain-dead enough to even apply for that kind of job. They could not even hnd census takers to go

door-to-door during covid. (For once I was not harassed for not answering all their questions.) Govt already has all this

information about people in Shanghai, anyway, and they have all been locked down. The only way disease can be spread is thru

lining people up to be tested.  The major epidemic nowadays is a rat infestation by corrupt individuals who would control every

aspect of our lives.
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Gates is the germ that must be eradicated.
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the7360
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Bill Gates is certihably crazy! No one should take anything this guy says at face value. He’s dehnitely no philanthropist. And he’s

dehnitely driven by greed. I don’t want him making medical decisions for my life. He has no right to do any such thing and no

certihcation, no training and no qualihcations. He’s a nut. All he has is lots of money and bad judgment. He’s not to be trusted. Dell big

tree thank you for your insight and showing how nuts this guy is.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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I lost the URL link, but saw hlm footage of Bill Gates talking about pandemics (years ahead of time )and about people stepping

all over the dead bodies. When those he talked with shrieked in shock, he laughed quite out loud, thinking it all to be very funny

indeed. This is the man to whom everybody must bow, and who spearheads "medical" decision-making and funding?

Trustworthy? Credible? Sane and rational? Methinks not. Let's consider that one of the women who giggled in court during the

CHarles Manson murder trials, was convicted based thereon, deemed to be guilty because she thought the murder pictures

were so funny.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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GERM...Parasitic Predator$ like Gates are the most dangerous germs...period. Undue inruence, no accountability. They play with the

notion there is no God, yet they by their actions behave as if they are Gods. As Vandana Shiva has expressed, Gates book on

Agriculture & Cows is rubbish...this Pandemic book is more rubbish to add to the pile of a lifetime of Gates rubbish behavior. Even if

Plandemics work the way Gates say they do, the tradeoff for the destruction in every area of our lives cancels any positives if they

were even there.

The Lockout the Competition had horrible consequences beyond any seasonal cold virus to health because of the economic & social

destruction. IHR amendments goals to establish “a globalist architecture of worldwide health surveillance, reporting and

management,” Robert Malone, Ph.D., warns, and we the public have no say in the matter...a slight disagreement...yes, we do...Parasitic

Predator$ Go To Hell. And if the memory is working hasn't Gates long had his nose in education too? One size does not ht all! Beware

of Geeks Bearing Gifts!
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Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The world is waking and rapidly. Booster compliance is way down. And THIS is why the Warlocks are accelerating their NWO Plan. We

need to continue to hght not despair; in part by understanding that we are in the middle of a decades long Counterinsurgency. And

Disintermediation is a major aspect of it: reveal the fake news around the pandemic/“vaccines” —> destroy the media’s credibility —>

undermine the media’s hold on the minds of the population —> now release, on a secure platform, unmediated information related to

the hnancial, political and war crimes/crimes against humanity. We will prevail.

mistermicawber.substack.com/p/breaking-the-spell-of-the-warlocks?s=w
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Thank you for suggesting wise strategies, Katzenjammer! To identify and rebut beliefs/thoughts in peoples's heads is key to

spawning change. Also, remember the political clout and inruence of school parent-teacher associations. They will wake up

many cross sectors: The school principals, teachers, their own children, the media, the politicians with whom they really do

carry political clout and sway. It would be strategic to appeal to school PTAs or join their Board. You can bet there will be those

sent in to undermine, or at least to listen and report back to their masters....

but the more good people join to outnumber them, the better. Join and recruit other good people to join. College newsletter

editors are also strategic, because they are vocal and passionate, less inhibited, and they talk to their peers in other colleges,

wake up their parents, who listen to them in a way they usually do not listen to other people because they love their offspring.

Just food for thought. Thank you again Katzenjammer.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Beware The Forthcoming Takedown Of The Independent Media: With America 'Shanghaied', The Clock Is Moving Us Perilously Close

To A 'Boot Stomping Upon Our Faces, Forever' - That Will Be A Final Warning Sign Before The Arrival Of Full-Scale Tyranny

allnewspipeline.com/America_Has_Been_Shanghaied.php  “Every [instigating] relevant [implicit and complicit] [eugenical]

organization/agency is warning [gloating over] of what’s coming, including the WEF, the IMF, the UN, the Rockerfellers, the Bank of

England, the list goes on: “apocalyptic” food shortages are on the way and the days of affordable food are ending.” [Eugenik und

Lebensraum] Die Fuhrer: Ve Haff Zee Means To “IMPROVE” Zee New State Of Zee Vorld Viss “Our Global Agenda”.

“Sieg Heil Shvabb n Gates.” rense.com/.../hsw.mp4  www.youtube.com/watch  Es gibt nichts Neues unter der Schwarzen Sonne.

en.wikipedia.org/.../Black_Sun_  (symbol) | | pbs.twimg.com/.../EmiT3RsXUAUNtjK  | |

stateofthenation.co/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Screen-Shot-2021-04-25-..
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MaryRN
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I know Trump want the ?out of WHO, can we get out of the "WHO" MMC88121
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Biden is coming across as dim-witted about this topic, he appears to have bought into the false narrative. Not sure how this may

play out. Not sure who is backing him into this corner...could be DARPA, Fauci and usual deep state players.
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brianallen1
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Backing him into this corner? Hell, he was installed for this very purpose.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigan released a memo on Sunday warning nations who are considering joining the World Health

Organization’s (WHO) Pandemic Treaty that handing over sovereignty to the global body constitutes the “crime of high treason.”

yournews.com/2022/05/23/2347266/archbishop-vigano-warns-nations-of-who..  * * * Under the guise “Community protection,” the

WHO Wants To Censor Information they consider "Misinformation” under the New Pandemic Treaty — 132 Member States Promise To

Assist www.naturalblaze.com/2022/05/who-wants-to-censor-infodemic-misinformat..  * * * Australian senators and several prominent

Australian Legislators are against the new WHO's “Global Pandemic Treaty" because of the danger to lose sovereignty.

They say: “The Australian people must not be subjected to the whims of WHO bureaucrats, The Amendments and the Global Pandemic

Treaty threaten our sovereignty by allowing the WHO to declare pandemics, impose lockdowns, and enforce treatments against the

will of the Australian people, like mandatory vaccinations.

One must also factor into account the historical failures from the WHO leadership in recent pandemics including a failed response to

both the H1N1 and COVID-19 pandemics. Any mechanism which overrules governments and hands supranational powers to unelected

bureaucrats is completely unacceptable. The WHO cannot be allowed to control the world’s health agenda."

blog.canberradeclaration.org.au/2022/05/19/senators-speak-out-against-..
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It's exhausting! In Australia our federal election was held on the weekend. Clive Palmer's "United Australia Party" dedicated to

freedom of choice, apparently spending around $100,000,000 on advertising etc. for their campaign which highlighted the

anti-mandates, WHO pandemic treaty etc. They were unsuccessful in even gaining one seat in parliament! They received only

around 200,000 votes of the 18 million voters. If all that money and extensive advertising cannot move people, what hope is

there?  Seems people would rather stay stoned - the "legalize cannibas" party succeeded in getting one seat in the senate,

having spent only $10K on the election! So depressing.
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In other words, Australia doesn't want someone like Bill Gates telling them how/where/when to medicate. Hopefully, placesvlike

Canada, UK, etc will push back as well. I've all but given up on the USA. This country has been hijacked!
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Liberty11, maybe there was some (or a lot) of altering of votes. It's surprising, and suspicious, that "United Australia Party" didn't

win any of their races.
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Well, according to the IHR and the WHO as to them "Protecting People": "Since IHR (2005) was put into place, WHO has declared

the following PHEICs: H1N1 inruenza (20192010) Polio (2014Present) Ebola (20142016) & (20192020) Zika virus (2016)

COVID-19 (2020Present) When a PHEIC is declared, WHO helps coordinate an immediate response with the affected country

and with other countries around the world." That right there should give pause to anyone. The above "public health

emergenc[ies] of international concern" were CREATED and then followed up with "remedies" that caused the very PHEICs to

which they purported to be "immediately" responding, in addition to other illnesses, disabilities and death.

According to our Declaration of Independence, the colonies, d/t "repeated injuries and usurpations all having in direct object the

establishment of an absolute Tyranny over these states," charged the "King of Britain" with many wrongs. One of them being, "He

has combined with others to subject us to a jurisdiction foreign to our constitution, and unacknowledged by our laws; giving his

Assent to their Acts of pretended Legislation." This is what is happening NOW. Further, there are many other "Acts" listed in our

Dec.

of Ind. being currently "Assent[ed] to" to warrant us, the people, to rewrite this document and have it rerect ALL of the "Acts"

being committed present day against the people of the United States and in opposition to our Constitution. Dr. Benjamin Rush:

"Unless we put medical freedom into the Constitution, the time will come when medicine will organize into an underground

dictatorship....To restrict the art of healing to one class of men and deny equal privileges to others will constitute the Bastille of

medical science. All such laws are un-American and despotic and have no place in a republic....The Constitution of this republic

should make special privilege for medical freedom as well as religious freedom." Rolling over in his grave now
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President Jair Bolsonaro says Brazil will not turn over its sovereignty to the WHO.

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/jair-bolsonaro-says-brazil-will-not-s..
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I will not comply!
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Your not alone.
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Why is Gates of Hell being allowed to just self-appoint himself Pandemic Czar? We need to stop the money row and put this despot in

his proper place, behind bars!
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Whoever has the most money has a seat at the big table. Gates and his foundations is the largest contributor to the WHO. Dr.

Mercola explained how he leveraged his way in. It had something to do with his biotech Avi and the country that it is in that

basically allowed Gates to become his own country and have a seat at the table. It's crooked as hell and shouldn't be allowed,

but money talks and BS walks.
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Texas school shooting is a red rag i bet
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The biggest!
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Nearly every single one has been.
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I have no idea what is behind yday shooting, but interesting both the Buffalo shooter and the Texas shooter were just 18. One of

them tortured a cat and decapitated it and the other shot his grandma yday who is clamoring to stay alive today. Think about the

type of person which does such things. Why is no data kept on the history of these deranged types?
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Brodie, it appears you actually believe these psychological operations?
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Meanwhile, Fauci has allocated another $2 million to torcher 6 month old puppies:

www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/faucis-nih-division-caught-trying-to-spend-a..  Quote from article: "NIH's National Institute of Allergy

and Infectious Diseases allocated $1,836,453 in taxpayer dollars to test an experimental hay fever drug on mice, rats, and dogs,

including 6-month-old puppies. Symptoms of hay fever, also known as seasonal allergies, include a runny nose and sneezing." Pure

evil is Fauci and Bill Gates. Fauci has no empathy for life of any kind.
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Hey JamNjim, these animal studies appear to be a front. Dr. Fauci has had 2 years to initiate the missing animal trials for this

mis-directed and mis-labelled vaxxn and you'd think that would have been started and underway, but Nooooo. He already knew

from earlier trials in 2012 and earlier that the ferrets all died. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - You and others may

want to read this recently posted article on CHD, dating from earlier this year, summarizing how well the US handled the

plandemic, with a big question mark at the end, like if you even care to live in the US anymore?

From retired Dr Russel Blaylock "How COVID Became the Most Manipulated Disease Event in History" - -

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-pandemic-manipulated-disease..  - note: its a long article. After reading the disaster

caused in large part by hubris? by US agencies practicing medicine when they have no background in treating patients, cannot

imagine what Bill Gates can possibly add to that agenda, other than more pain, suffering and death.
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Real, that sounds more likely than a new allergy drug test. To think that we're 2-1/2 years into this and they are doing victory

laps is astonishing to say the least. All you have to do to see what a colossal failure these mRNA vaccines were is look at

Walgreen's Covid-19 Index data: www.walgreens.com/.../covid-19-index.jsp  Tab over to page 3 and click on my age group of

45-65. The unvaccinated people, like myself, have the lowest infection rates. The only group that is doing as good as the

unvaccinated, and sometimes barely better is the double-jabbed that got their 2nd shot less than 5 months ago. Everyone else

has a higher infection rate by a LARGE percent!

The groups with the highest infectious rates are the BOOSTED! If you are boosted and it's been over 5 months since the boost

you are a walking timebomb! Everyone I know getting sick with Covid-19 right now are boosted. Even worse, we have 3 people in

our ojce with HEART CONDITIONS after getting boosted! One of them is my BOSS! He just completed a Triathlon back around

Oct 2021 and a marathon back in Feb 2022. He was complaining of shortness of breath May 3rd. He would get out of breath

walking from his car in the parking lot to his desk. On May 5th he got up and went straight to the hospital while I was talking to

him (we were preparing for a meeting).

He has not been back. He had ruid on his lungs and his heart is at 20% function (congestive heart failure) and he has to wear an

automatic dehbrillator. He is bed ridden now. Another cohort just had a stint put in for blockage and he had no history of heart

disease. His condition started 48 hours after his booster in Aug. He just returned to work Monday. During his time off, he caught

Omicron! Probably got it at hospital follow-ups. The shipping/receiving manager has been in the hospital now for a month for

BLOOD CLOTS! He has one clot on the lungs and blockage in 4 arteries. They can't operate because his heart is failing.
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High level athletes are most susceptible to boosters and worse, as they are known to have way higher expression of ace-2

receptors. That's why the 800-plus identihed soccer held, basketball and elsewhere sports incidents and deaths are most likely

occurring. Nice job Phzer, huh? These people should and could have been warned in advance not to extend themselves for 3 or

4 months after each shot, but nobody is warning these people, or the preggers or the autoimmune. Death and severe injuries

from one-size-hts all shots. Cattle are treated better! (Read the Blaylock article!, he delves into this topic.)
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Just ZERO accountability. Of course he is still allocating and doing his evil way's. 40 years + now and nary a scratch of REAL

accountability. Its truly astonishing after all that is known about this individual
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"Chapter 8: Close the health gap between rich and poor countries". But for God's sake don't close the wealth gap between rich and poor

countries (let alone individuals...)?
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"GERM Team"... Hahahaha... The subliminal messaging strategies of the cabal to subconsciously program the masses aren't even that

subliminal anymore at all. It's already plain and blatant for all to see if only the rest of the slumbering masses are able to decode and

discern for themselves which is another question for the day.
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In light of Jesus’s life and his extraordinary claims, scholars have concluded He was either deluded, a deceiver or divine. In modern

times, Bill Gates displays a God complex. Clearly he’s not divine. Which leaves the other two options.
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A Microsoft patent for cryptocurrency that will (somehow) monitor bodily activity. WO2020060606. It's as though Crazy Billy is

cackling and waving his hands around saying, "Yeah. I'm THAT guy."
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Whoever thought you'd have had freedom must be nuts him-/herself. The last freedom that was fought for really were the paradise

hghts. Everything else the ones who gave the 'freedom' now take it away again. Therefore bullo...
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Our national governments hate us. So do most of the state governors. Signing all these nice little petitions to those determined to

harm us is stupid.
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It's time to stop the mentally deranged Elites from destroying the world that we the people, have worked so hard to achieve. Tedros

(age 57) is a criminal in his own country for violating Human Rights, because he and his crazy agenda haven to be stopped. Tedros

was recently re-elected to a second term as Director General of WHO. He feels he can now apply his 'wants' to the world. We need to

be asking who voted this criminal to the position of Director General of WHO in the hrst place and now again, for a second term. Then

we have Bill Gates (age 66), a man who was a University dropout, who stole the concept of Microsoft from fellow students.

Gates is delusional in thinking he knows better than the rest of the world combined. Gates does not have a Medical Degrees. He is not

a Medical Doctor, or a Scientist. His only claim to fame is his amassed wealth. Regardless of how he achieved his wealth it doesn't

give him the right to dictate our lives. As for Klaus Schwab (age 84), regardless of what he wants and says, just remembered why our

children are disappearing. They are being trajcked not only for sex. The Elite need the blood, tissue and adrenochrome from children

even babies in order to survive.

They are openly saying this now. It's no longer their big secret. New, young blood and tissue is used to renew their old, stagnet blood

and bodies that they have abused through over indulgence which their wealth has permitted. Young Blood along with the

adrenochrome is the Elite's 'Fountain of Youth'. We need to stop the trajcking of children in order to stop the Elites from murdering

them, in order to keep themselves alive and continually feeling vital. They are all sick in mind and body and have no right to control us.
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Didn't Tedros Ghebreyseus also recommend Robert Mugabe for a peace prize?
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They cannot control or rule over us because we never voted them in! I never voted for anyone of the WHO, I only vote for the

government of my country. Let them try to mandate vaccines on the whole population, they will be an uprising to stop them!
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This sudden monkey pox outbreak is very very suspicious.
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It isn't sudden - the 'germ' of the idea was planted here:

www.the-sun.com/news/4534668/lab-monkey-escape-virus-outbreak-fears/  The Sun UK is a tabloid comic but it actually is the

mouthpiece of the British Government. This was in back on January 25th - it is the next card to be played in the game of Global
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mouthpiece of the British Government. This was in back on January 25th - it is the next card to be played in the game of Global

Poker for the Gullible. So now we should be looking for the next card, back in the suit of perpetual war, just in case we aren't

stupid enough to panic over what seems to be the usual detox through the skin for some nasty environmental or otherwise

inricted poison. With reference to your user name, have you heard the one about the Alien Invasion? The game is to prove how

really stupid we are and how much we need Big Nanny Governance to keep us safe behind the walls of our playpen..
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The monkey pox; when pronounced the "k" is silent.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's truly monkey business but won't be a barrel of monkeys. Stop the monkeying around. Don't be a monkey's uncle!!!
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And if you want to see the mindset to a few people with a lot of power, but whom I think are actually already living on another

planet...listen to what CHD has posted:         live.childrenshealthdefense.org/wef-annual-meeting-2022-preparing-for-..
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Megan1982
Joined On 8/9/2021 6:15:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

how come a person can never read the article that is headlined ? its always about Bill Gates and his agenda .
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NoBigGovernment
Joined On 3/1/2021 9:20:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We could contact our nations leader except many are in on it, especially sleepy joe.
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EmilyHarbour
Joined On 7/25/2021 5:51:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kill Bill was a great hlm. Where are the modern day snipers?
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

for years US was preoccupied with 'freedom" in other countries, China, Korea, and Russia, to name a few ... who monstrous the rulers

are! ... Communism! how horrible! and all this while being locked in the Golden cage... What I am trying to say is there was no

"freedom" there was an only illusion of it. Now, as people start to question things and have different opinions the reality started to sink

in. As Freud once said: “Most people do not really want freedom, because freedom involves responsibility, and most people are

frightened of responsibility.” Gates will end up where all did who wanted to control the world. Even the most "smart" make the

stupidest and fatal mistakes
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RABows1
Joined On 5/25/2022 1:06:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nothing legal about any of this. coloradopublicbanking.blogspot.com/2022/05/un-pandemic-treaty-invalid-..
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wtjacques
Joined On 8/18/2009 10:42:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not going to happen here in Florida... Gates and the WHO will not take away our freedoms without a hght.
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mike.owen1gmail.com
Joined On 3/29/2021 3:17:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need Tom Berenger fast
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gates. A great name for a new brand of toilet paper with his wrinkled, drawn face printed on every sheet.
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malan43
Joined On 2/18/2017 6:57:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why is this treasonous moron not locked up?
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MUST WATCH Another video with Dr David Martin - Monkeypox: Was COVID Just a Test Run? (Dr. David Martin Interview)

www.youtube.com/watch
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did you hear that David Martin has sued Joe Biden, case was hled in Utah on March 4, 2022...

uncoverdc.com/2022/03/22/dr-david-martin-lawsuit-against-biden-the-cov..
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gates and Klauss hide in plain sight printing and saying how they'll destroy us and the sheeple say, okay! We are a sad world allowing

these Satanists to bring us down. It's all rigged, a death game for the elitists.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

recommend watching: from Dr David Martin: Open Philanthropy's Dustin Aaron Moskovitz and his Amazing Crystal Ball

www.youtube.com/watch
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe Bull Gates needs another pie in his face to straighten himself out? Maybe Clod Schwab needs one (maybe 2) in his face?

Imagine if Alldull Hitler got a pie or two in his face maybe WWII might have not happened?
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donald12
Joined On 4/24/2011 10:31:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Simply WILL NOT COMPLY!
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dobdylsmudge
Joined On 5/17/2022 1:18:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And there’s a jab being stockpiled for bird ru come swine ru with a 2022 date on so I read? Local hospital has signs up for swine ru?

Mmmm monkey pox seems to have started hitting the media may 22, that’s a coincidence, a new jab with 2022 on it and this WHO

takeover in November?????
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purenaturecures
Joined On 10/9/2016 4:16:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is creepy beyond belief... And truly scary.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gee, isn't November 2022 when the mid term elections are held?
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

politicalmoonshine.com/2021/09/29/covid-19-enterprise-fraud-construct-..   Recommend watching this video where Jeffrey Prather

interviews the individual that created the timeline above. Go to the 33 min mark:

 rumble.com/v15yf0f-exclusive-doj-to-un-rico-revenge.html
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USSESSta
Joined On 12/1/2020 6:00:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Constitution of the United States of America is our contract with the Territorial Government, also known as the "District

Government", because it operates out of the District of Columbia and is organized according to Districts. The Constitution of the

United States is our contract with the Pope's Municipal Government, which operates out of the Municipality of Washington, DC. No

other "thing" --- statute, code, legislation, rule, or procedure supersedes the limitations or obligations of these Constitutions --Article

VI.

Anything not explicitly addressed and delegated remains in the jurisdiction of the States and people -- Amendment X. No American is

subject to foreign law --Amendment XI. So the entire issue is: are you an American, a Lawful Person standing in original jurisdiction,

and operating under the Law of the Land and soil? Owed every jot of the Constitutions? Or are you a Territorial U.S. Citizen or

Municipal citizen of the United States here on our soil to provide "essential government services" ---- Article IV?
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

28 USC Section 3002 -Dehnitions (15) “United States” means— (A) a Federal corporation; (B) an agency, department,

commission, board, or other entity of the United States; or (C) an instrumentality of the United States

www.law.cornell.edu/.../3002  ..... famguardian.org/Subjects/Taxes/Citizenship/CitizensVNationals.htm  ....

www.archives.gov/.../14th-amendment    - All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction

thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which

shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty,

or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws. .... State

Citizenship vs Federal Citizenship  understandcontractlawandyouwin.com/state-citizenship-federal-citizensh..  .... How to

Become Tax Exempt & Claim Your Minor Estate - David Straight Utah (Clip) - Overview www.youtube.com/watch  

 tasa.americanstatenationals.org
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USSESSta
Joined On 12/1/2020 6:00:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“The state citizen is immune from any and all government attacks and procedures, absent contract.” See Dred Scott vs. Sanford, 60 US

(19 How.) 393, or as the Supreme Court has succinctly said, “.every man is independent of all laws, except those, prescribed by nature.

He is not bound by any institutions formed by his fellowmen, without his consent.” Cruden vs. Neale, 2 N.C. 238, 2 S.E. 70. No contract

no jurisdiction...Show me the contract where I signed away my constitutional guarantees.

All these "ENTITIES" are incorporated - Incorporated "ENTITIES" operate under commercial law...the law of contracts. The LAW

MERCHANT - LAW MERCHANT LAW...Special Admirality...Contractualism...no contract no jurisdiction. All Inc. "ENTITIES" ALL OF

THEM! operate in the foreign international jurisdiction of the sea and global jurisdiction of the air. These jurisdictions do not include

the "living" they are narrowly dehned for INCORPORATED "ENTITIES" - dead "ENTIITIES" legal entities...hctions in law...legal hctions

only exist on paper...no contract - no jurisdiction...does Wal-Mart marijuana policy have anything to do with me? Not unless I work for

Wal-Mart as a condition of employment. UNITED STATES, Inc is no different...or WHO Inc. or any of the alphabet INCORPORATED

"ENTITIES"...WTFU! No contract - no jurisdiction!
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Executors of Cruden vs Neale North Carolina Superior Court 2 N.C. 388, 1 Hayw. 388 May 1796 cite.case.law/.../388  Dred Scott

v Sandford (1857) www.archives.gov/.../dred-scott-v-sandford
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Some of the contracts you signed or were signed for you: CERTIFICATE OF LIVE BIRTH, contracting for childhood vaccinations

and medical treatment ( ever wonder why every medical worker asks for your DATE OF BIRTH? They're not going to send you a

birthday card) school REGISTRATION, Social Security number contract, every W-4 contract, every W-2 contract, every 1040

contract, Driver LICENSE, Voter REGISTRATION. Marriage LICENSE Need more?
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good grief Bill Gates isn’t even a doctor. He shouldn’t be allowed to make decisions like this. I guess that money will buy you anything.

He’s a fool and no one should listen to him. No one voted for these elites. Who the hell do they think they are? I pray that God will

release his wrath upon them and hold this evil back.
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This was supposed to be an article about infant formula
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM
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At the World Economic Forum, Klaus Schwab's invention, George Soros spoke about the collapse of Western values as well as the

malevolence of Russia and China. He ought to know because Soros' funding of prosecutors in America's large - now crime-ridden

cities - has led to a rapid collapse of these values and these cities. Elon Musk needs to corral these geriatrics, put 'em on a rocket to

Mars to rid Earth of their poisonous presence. Oh, yea, don't forget to include Joe the PINO. That's Joe, The President In Name Only.

Whoa!  If this is the Age of Diversity, Inclusion, and Equity [or DIE], why are almost all of its advocates white, geriatric males?

 Occasionally a miniscule number of white females are thrown in for decoration, like shelves of books behind a "serious" speaker.

None of these gents walk their talk, so show 'em the door.
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Elon is one of them. Nobody is permitted to rise in wealth or power without being in the club. Far too many people still believe

Trump is not in the club. He has always been. He was a Hillary supporter up until he decided to directly participate in the

charade
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In the deliciously satirical hlm "Demolition Man", post-apocalyptic California is reconstituted as San Angeles under the de facto

dictatorship of Dr. Cocteau (Nigel Hawthorne), who tells time travelers Sylvester Stallone and Wesley Snipes that "what isn't good for

you is bad for you, and what's bad for you is illegal" and Snipes accurately tags him as "an evil Mr. Rogers". Here we have Dr. Cocteau

in the resh.
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IMPORTANT! Note that the WHO and WEF are meeting simultaneously. This, just in:

 live.childrenshealthdefense.org/wef-annual-meeting-2022-preparing-for-..
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Biden signed our Justice Department over to the U.N. EXCLUSIVE: DOJ TO UN! RICO REVENGE! (Timestamp 15:30 Biden signed our

Justice Department over to the U.N.) rumble.com/v15yf0f-exclusive-doj-to-un-rico-revenge.html
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USSESSta
Joined On 12/1/2020 6:00:51 AM
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America is not UNITED STATES, INC. www.TheAmericanStatesAssembly.net Reclaim your birthright political status as a State National

remove yourself from UNITED STATES, INC. Claim your exemption from Municipal Code Title 50 7 C & E 2012 Edition. Article IV

Unlawful Detainer Article VI Supremacy Clause - No other "thing" --- statute, code, legislation, rule, or procedure supersedes the

limitations or obligations of these Constitutions. Amendment X The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor

prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people. Amendment XI Not Subject To Foreign Law - No

American is subject to foreign law! Are you an American or U.S. Citizen? Know the difference...correct your status now!
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MaxDuncan
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recommend watching this video from Vivafrei with Attorney Robert Barnes - it's long but lots of info:

rumble.com/v15o2h9-ep.-114-elongate-sussman-sus-man-heard-say-biden-ga..
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Be on the lookout for >>>   1) 5G microcells have been deployed in Calgary. Full technical details and manual are available below and

indicate the frequencies are 2.4-5.8 GHz, not in the millimeter range.  5G WIRELESS WHITEBOX DEPLOYMENT

www.bitchute.com/.../BGDPUBpE1SQ  wirelessdmx.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/A40002G5_Upright.png  

wirelessdmx.com/.../whitebox-f-1-g5
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For those of you still skeptical of 5G, I planted 2 bougainvillea bushes in my yard. One rourished immediately. The other was

struggling for life. The healthy one is shielded from the local 5G tower by a neighbor's structure. The other is in direct view of

the tower. After I placed a shield behind the damaged one, it is hghting back. Btw, My RF/EMF meter shows little radiation by the

healthy bush but goes bonkers when placed behind the bush with the shield in sight of the tower.
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excellent single study......Brianallen...thank you...
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So Stanley Becker has been right all along. For the past 15 years he has said that Gates is evil. Stan and I had our differences from

time to time, and he could be very annoying and arrogant, but I am going to miss him. If the rumors are true, RIP SB.
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What happened to him? I always enjoyed reading his comments. If this is true, I’m so sorry this happened to him. He has a lot of

wisdom
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If Stan has indeed passed on; does anyone know how/why? I think he was around my age and I'm sure that he took care of

himself.
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Therealjones, I was wondering what happened. Is he gone for real?? Does anyone know what happened? Where is Gui?
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Jam I sent Gui a message several days ago to see if he was ok. I haven’t heard back from him. Hopefully he’s on a vacation and

having fun
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Yesterdays article "Why its time to give up on govt." Poiesis broke the news. Its the top comment.
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Thanks real. I guess that was posted after I read it. That makes me sad. Hope to see him in heaven someday
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https://p2a.co/q5rFk7D
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What does it proht a man if he gain the whole world and lose his own soul or what will a man give in exchange for his soul. Bill Gates'

soul will be required of him one day soon. If he does not repent and turn to Jesus for the forgiveness of sins he will surely spend all of

eternity in hell regretting all he has done. The same goes for all who read this.
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If you're Bill Gates you don't care. People like him think they are God.
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Gates is most likely possessed by a demon or legion of demons and the same is probably true for Klaus Schwab and the others

working with them and their bosses, the Rothschild's and the Rockefeller's and others. The whole agenda is evil. It is true that

we will all have to stand before Father in the hnal judgement, but as for turning to Jesus, I would not recommend it. Yahushua is

our saviors name. His name was not Jesus 2000 years ago, and it is not Jesus now. Jesus is the other that came in his own

name.

Yahuchanan (John) 5:43 - I have come in My Father's name and you do not receive Me. If another comes in his own name, him

you will receive. Fathers name is Yahuwah and His Sons name is Yahushua. The Fathers name is in the Sons name. Shua means

salvation, and so Yahushua means The salvation of Yahuwah. Also, the letter J is less than 500 years old and it did not exist in

any language before then. Another thing is Acts 4:12 - And there is not salvation in any other, for there is no other name under

the sky given among men by which we must be saved." Study into it please.

Almost nobody knows about this. The devil was very clever when he had men take The Father and His Sons name right out of

The Sacred Scriptures. The name Jesus came about through 4 name translations. If you took Yahushua and translated it

directly into English, you would have the name Joshua. But you should never change a persons name, especially the savior of

the worlds name. Take it for what it is worth to you. Peace (Shalom) to all.
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Thank you Hov for a most valuable and necessary truth.
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Funny how he seems to want to be the antichrist. If you look at the patent number he chose for his cryptocurrency. According to

the Bible the Beast Empire will only hold total sway over the world for 42 months. During this time God pours wrath down upon

the Beast's kingdom and winds up smashing all their cities. Even before Christ returns something called "Babylon" who is

buddies with the Beast--yet gets destroyed by it--causes all the kings and mighty merchants of the earth to mourn. "Kings and

mighty merchants" sounds like the global cabal. Then Christ returns and ties him to Satan and throws them into Hell. Never did

any "time" in an earthly prison for the horrible things he's done. But Billy's going to be cell mates with the devil for eternity. The

Court of Heaven cannot be bought.
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The above picture is more accurate, more important, than any Leonardo Da Vinci painted! It reveals more predictions than

Nostradamus penned. Under the 'CON' of Global Warming, Gates has very advanced plans to 'delete' 7 Billion people from the planet

and use the remaining half as 'VACChipped' slaves; soulless, headless and gutless via a no meat food chain. ALL of the Gates Empire,

including the Davos Gang,’ are under the direct control of Aliens. After World War 2 Dwight D. Eisenhower sold his own soul in

exchange for Microsoft technology in order to gain a military edge over China and Russia.

With this trade the Aliens also gained the rights to conduct experiments on over one million American souls! Governments and so

called elite power groups are now full of Alien cloned humans. They all contain Alien chips’ and are part of the Covid Pandemic. A

more appropriate name for the past 2 years would be ALIEN PLAN DEMONIC. My suggestion to everyone before they become too

chipped to retaliate is ask the SERAPHIMS for help to rescue the human race from complete annihilation! To see the picture go to

http://www.hermesspeaks.com/
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Randyfast
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It amazes me; how dumb "intelligent" people can be! We are not going to stop this global takeover. It has been in the plans for decades

and it will soon be signed, sealed and delivered. You're still talking about "covid" as if it's a "threat". It was NEVER a threat! It's exactly

what I stated it was; from the beginning - a means to an end. I've been following the globalist's plan for well over a decade and the

agenda is crystal clear to me. -- Your petitions, letters, phone calls, protests...will do absolutely nothing to stop this. Obviously; people

don't learn from the past. The WHO, WEF and the UN are "All in this together". The WEF has its minions everywhere. Satan Klaus

Schwab even admitted that his YGLs have inhltrated every goverment, globally!

We have three in Canada, alone - Trudeau, Singh and Freeland. Did our opposition stop them from freezing citizen's bank accounts?

No...and that was just a test run for what's coming! Do any of you, for one second, believe that they are going to oppose this treaty? --

Here's Dr. Buttar explaining what's really in the so-called vaccinations (one of many) and how it will all be activated. When it comes

time for the takeover, the ones who took the shot will be either dead, or so sick and delusional that they will offer no resistance at all to

the coming evil. brandnewtube.com/watch/dr-rashid-a-buttar-the-jab-is-a-sleeper-cell-bi..
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Right Randy. The whu-ru was simply table setting created for the greater plans
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Thanks, Brodie. These are not stupid people, who orchestrated all of this...they are simply EVIL! --  Rensmith; I have faith in God.

Revelation tells us that this scenario must play out. It even mentions the mark of the beast and that people will long for death,

but it will not come. -- “And in those days shall men seek death, and shall not hnd it; and shall desire to die, and death shall ree

from them.”
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This is nothing like the way the Left Behind series depicted it.
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Thanks for telling it as it is, Randy.
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Thanks for the replies. Make sure not to miss these videos. These are "their" plans for "our" future!

live.childrenshealthdefense.org/wef-annual-meeting-2022-preparing-for-..
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SIGN THE PETITION to stop the IHR amendments and pass it along!!!

drtrozzi.org/2022/05/13/stop-the-ihr-now-powerful-action-made-easy/  (FYI, Dr. Mark Trozzi is on the steering committee of the World

Council for Health)  Look for petitions to sign in your country to stop the WHO pandemic treaty. Here's one for Canada...

twitter.com/.../1526581372822794241
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Signing a petition will only get you on a list you would never want to be on. Everything has already been decided
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I'm unvaccinated so I'm already on their naughty list. Hope is not a plan and doing nothing should never be an option. As long as

I'm still breathing, I'm going to keep trying.
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Over and Over again....... www.youtube.com/watch?v=pxZYs-rz3hc&ab_channel=AnthonyBersamina  read on.......in the 1930s n 40s

the Masons(Jews) pulled out an "OFFICIAL Person" to do the OFFICIAL Scientihc Findings" with a creepy 'Scientist' named 'Albert

Einstein' supposed genius etc...well Einstein was a BullSh!t artist.......common scam artist..a 'Con'./seems Albert Einstein was kicked

out of Germany as an Undesirable...possably just another Pedo Porn dealer from Berlin..this is a fact....so the News Medias portrayed

Alberty Einstein and" THE World Genius" ....but he was not....he was a good plagiarist........he was a clerk at a patent ojce....ability to

steal inventions and ideas , which I think he stole a lot from real genius like Nichola Tesla...fact.

The Jews Used Einstein until his fake realm came fact and they Rolled out a "NEW World Genus" in the 60s until early 2000s.Sytephen

Hawking (a puppet scammer) to "Prove The Scientihc Facts" to the brain-dead public.and his "scientihc Realm" died so Now the

Mason/Jews Drag out this PUKE Billy Gates........another Scammer...supposed 'genius'(?) invented

Computer.....yadaydayada...Billionaire..do good philanthropist....scamer to do the Dirty Work as THE OFFICIAL MOUTH for the Jew

Run Freemasons .....fact !!!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Troll activity, hate messaging, distractions. Yuck. Ignore, and editors please take note.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whats wrong there Mirandola......proven facts scare ya?....cant handle the real facts that contradict your Brain Trained

textbooks images ?? Your are not the only one so brainwashed......millions are .after all YOU and Billions more only KNOW what

YOU have been TOLD TO KNOW....now let that sink in to your closed mind..............think....research for yourself......I mean why

eat the sh!t you being so conveniently fed ?? think with you own head.......
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yeah mirandola.........Da TV told ya what to KNOW......
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you have any other sources besides the one link to back up these claims?
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wwalkerware
Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are times when only the raw truth should be told, like every second of every minute of every hour of every day. The truth is

extremely hard to swallow after being lied to and manipulated every second of every minute of every hour of every day. There is

a lot of difference between a truth teller and a troll. After long years of believing the daily lies of the scumbags embedded in our

various governments, beginning at the school board level and going all the way to the corrupt supreme ct of the USA, the

International criminal court and all of the various parliaments and congresses throughout the world, its hard to take it in all in at

once.

Just because one doesn't know how deep and wide the corruption is doesn't mean that they won't--that is if you can keep their

face and eyes open and nothing in their brain prohibits them from connecting the dots. And here lies the problem, connecting

the dots. Half-assed government schools teach false science to no science., false math to no math, math is science that's

proven--or not.

2 plus 2 IS 4 and no more. E=MC sq. humm-nope not so much! Its a lot to swallow all at once if two years ago you believed the

governments and big shots which you all allowed to run your lives and encouraged to run mine, all turned out to be mass

manipulators, AND EVERY FRICKIN THING THEY PREACHED AND POURED ON OUR HEADS is a complete LIE. This is where we

are as a WORLD. This is the day of reckoning. Believe the worst. The worst you can think of is the truth.

You've all been asleep for too long. Those of us who cannot discriminate and call people who do, "liars" or "haters" or "trolls",

OPEN THE PATHWAY FROM YOUR EYES TO YOUR BRAIN. Stop your whinney "hate, troll" screaming and face the cold hard

facts. Our liberty, lives and capital rely on your ability to see and speak the truth. Thanks for your post mrrobb. I've been hghting

the scumbag liars for over 30 years and know the truth. fyi everyone, ROTHSCHILD IS A JEW, FACT
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jackaroini...yes I have ...I can substantiate everything I say...some with eyewitnesses and more.... message me if you need

more..... From Deep within MyMountain Research Facility  ..........
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wwalkerware.....thank you :) 76 years of breathing and seeing......and walking thru a lot of 'red tape' and bullsh!t from several

governments , one picks up a lot of facts about how this world is being spoon-fed lots of Big Lies and basic BS...and they keep

gobbling it down...... Burp!!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your suggested course of action is hating a large, heterogeneous ethnic group? Brilliant solution. Yes, I'm being snarky. I'll be

working in my garden today and praying for strength and courage. My King is Jewish and I owe my life to Him.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Damn, I wish I had a Mountain Research Facility!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brianallen....you are a proven "scientist".and by dehnition you ARE a Scientist.... Anyone can use the 'Scientist' label......

Dehnition of scientist 1 : a person learned in science and especially natural science : a scientihc investigator

www.merriam-webster.com/.../scientist  \ So since yoiu have 'learned in science' and Im sure in schools you have had at least

so form of a "Science" class . .... no matter what type....than You BrianAllen are a true QUALIFIED Scientist as Your research in

your plants effect from 5G radiation is true and tested... Congratulations.... ""For those of you still skeptical of 5G, I planted 2

bougainvillea bushes in my yard.  One rourished immediately. The other was struggling for life. The healthy one is shielded

from the local 5G tower by a neighbor's structure. The other is in direct view of the tower. After I placed a shield behind the

damaged one, it is hghting back. Btw, My RF/EMF meter shows little radiation by the healthy bush but goes bonkers when

placed behind the bush with the shield in sight of the tower.""" Researched by Scientist Brianallen1
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EmilyHarbour
Joined On 7/25/2021 5:51:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, if only this was less of a high speed rant and more akin to the measured and understandable Robert Malone, instead of this

crazy speed talk onslaught. We despise Billy The Kiddy Killer with a passion. Meanwhile can you just stop the rant style presentation?
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